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Abstract

Abstract
Train delays are an important issue for owners of railroad networks since they can limit profits and
increase costs. One way to reduce this problem is to predict delays caused by railroad damage, such
as faulty switches and broken track sections. To be able to do this, one needs to understand why
different problems occur, and which tendencies that can be interpreted as an indication of an
upcoming failure. 

Operation monitoring is a new angle of approach for Banverket, the Swedish Railroad
Administration, to enable planning and accomplishing a more effective maintenance on their
infrastructure, regarding both performance and costs. As a result of this, JvtC at Luleå University of
Technology have, by order of Banverket Norra Banregionen and Banverket Produktion Nord, been
asked to evaluate and further develop Banverket's ongoing concentration on operation monitoring.
JvtC stands for Järnvägstekniskt Centrum. Focusing on maintanence, economy and technology,
JvtC runs applied research and development to make the railroad more efficient. There are two
systems that gather information about the signaling equipment today. One of these is DISA, a PLC
based measurement system developed by Banverket Consulting. It is currently being tested in
Abisko. The other system is ARGUS, the operation management system of Banverket Region Norr.

The purpose of this degree thesis was to create a common database from which operation
monitoring data easily could be extracted for evaluation of data quality and benefits.
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Introduction and background

1. Introduction and background
Train delays are an important issue for owners of railroad networks. Delayed trains limit the
possible usage of the railroad tracks. Limited usage leads to limited incomes and profits. One way to
reduce these problems is to predict delays caused by railroad damage, such as faulty switches and
broken track sections. This requires an understanding of which events that cause different problems,
and which tendencies that can be interpreted as an indication of an upcoming failure. The goal of
this degree thesis was to provide a tool which makes identification of such tendencies and problems
possible.

Operation monitoring is a new angle of approach for Banverket, the Swedish Railroad
Administration, to enable planning and accomplishing a more effective maintenance on their
infrastructure, regarding both performance and costs. JvtC at Luleå University of Technology have,
by order of Banverket Norra Banregionen and Banverket Produktion Nord, been instructed to
evaluate and further develop Banverket's ongoing concentration on operation monitoring. There are
two systems that allow extraction of information about the signaling equipment today. One of these
is DISA, a PLC based measurement system developed by Banverket Consulting. It is currently
being tested in Abisko. DISA is an early warning system, designed for state monitoring. It gathers
data from different events, such as track switches, and stores it in a database. The other system is
ARGUS, the operation management system of Banverket Region Norr. Its designed for operation
management only, and its data is stored in a plain text log file.

This Master Thesis was done in Luleå by order of Banverket Norra Banregionen and Banverket
Produktion Nord via JvtC. Its purpose was to create a tool for evaluation and verification of the
quality of the existing measurement data in the systems DISA and ARGUS. The tool was also
intended to provide a method for evaluating the use of  the data in these systems. As a part of the
assignment the tool was supposed to connect to a database holding the data from both the DISA and
ARGUS systems, so building a new database with data from these systems was also one of the
requirements.

This thesis describes an application that is connected to a database from which operation monitoring
data easily can be extracted for evaluation of data quality and benefits. The storage of the data in a
common database was requested by Banverket, mainly for simplifying evaluation of DISA in
comparison with ARGUS, but also since ARGUS data only is stored a plain text log file.
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The tool - JVAnalys

2. The tool - JVAnalys
This section describes the developed tool for evaluation of the measurement data that exist in DISA
and ARGUS, how it was developed and the problems that occurred during the process. The tool has
been given the name JVAnalys. Section 2.1 covers the background study. Section 2.2 covers the
internal requirements for the application. Section 2.3 lists the tools used to develop JVAnalys.
Section 2.4 contains the design of JVAnalys and its database. Section 2.5 gives a graphical
overview of the application. Section 2.6 describes the limitations of the application. Section 2.7
mentions the important problems that occurred during this degree thesis.

2.1 Background study
At the beginning of this degree thesis a background study was done. The purpose of this study was
to get a fair understanding of how databases work, which tools that existed for creation and
management of these, and which tools that were suitable to use to communicate with databases. Due
to lack of previous experience in databases, most of the time was spent on this particular section.
Most of the information was retrieved from SQL for dummies [1]. The reason for choosing SQL was
the fact that it is a widely spread standard. SQL stands for Standard Query Language and is a widely
spread database language. A field study was done early in the thesis to give a good understanding of
how the railroad tracks and the different objects connect. This field study consisted of a one week
trip to Tierp, Gävle and Borlänge, and covered meetings with maintenance personnel as well as
visits at different track switches, signaling lamps and interlocking boxes.

2.2 Application requirements
As mentioned in the introduction, JvtC requested a tool for evaluation and verification of the quality
of the existing measurement data in the systems DISA and ARGUS. This tool was also intended to
provide a method for evaluating the use of  the data in these systems. It was supposed to connect to
a database holding the data from both the DISA and ARGUS systems, making the construction of a
new database with data from these systems one of the requirements. In order to make sure that these
demands were met some internal requirements for the application were set early on. These
requirements were created with consideration to the development process. Each requirement were
set to make sure that the application would not fail to meet the demands, nor have a lot of abundant
functionality that would steal valuable development time. The user is assumed to be an employee at
Banverket, or another individual with knowledge of their systems. Thus, the internal requirements
created for the application were as follows.

� A graphical interface towards the user. This is necessary to make the usage of the application as
easy as possible.

� A possibility to limit the user rights in the application. This may not be necessary, but it is of
interest in case one would like to prevent some users of inserting data into the database. 

� A method of connecting the application towards the database. This is necessary to be able to
establish communication with the database from the application. Insertion of data and retrieval of
data, as well as logging in depends on this communication.

� A method for inserting data into the database. This requirement was set to provide a user friendly
method for insertion of data into the database.
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� A method for retrieval of data from the database. This requirement was set to provide a user
friendly method for retrieval of data from the database.

� A way of presenting the retrieved data graphically to simplify evaluation. This was accomplished
by integrating the jFreeChart code into the application.

� Making the application user friendly. To assure this, the design was demonstrated to and
approved by the supervisor Rikard Granström prior to the implementation. Rikard is one of the
typical users of this application.

2.3 Tools and platforms
This section covers the different tools and platforms that were used to create the system. It also
mentions why these tools and platforms were chosen.

2.3.1 Tools

The tools used to develop JVAnalys are NetBeans IDE 3.5.1, jEdit 4.0 and MySQL Server 4.0.15.
The reason for choosing NetBeans IDE 3.5.1 was that it came under the SPL along with J2SE which
has a very good on-line documentation [3]. SPL stands for Sun Public License, and J2SE is the
Standard Edition of the Java 2 Platform. This tool was used for simplifying the construction and
placement of the graphical objects in Java, AWT and Swing objects. jEdit 4.0 was used to write the
code. The reason for choosing this tool was because of its recursive file search, user friendly
formatting, and being under the GPL. GPL stands for General Public License. It is a license
agreement that states that the program can be distributed without fee, and the source code is also
available. This code may be modified. It is also permitted to use parts of a GPL program for another
GPL program. See [5] for more information. MySQL Server 4.0.15 was chosen since it had the SQL
methods necessary for my needs, an existing JDBC driver and was under the GPL. However, the
GPL does only apply if the application is put under the GPL as well. The on-line documentation [2]
was also a contributing factor for this choice.

2.3.2 Platforms

The platform that was used for developing JVAnalys was J2SE. The main reasons for choosing this
platform were the convenience obtained from the many existing classes and methods, as well as its
built in memory management. 

2.4 Design
This section contains a brief description of the design of JVAnalys. 
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2.4.1 Application

The application, JVAnalys, was created with Java. It is a graphical application that enables insertion
of data into a database and retrieval of data from the database. The retrieved data is presented in a
chart. This chart is intended to give a better understanding of any relations between different
parameters, as well as a possibility of seeing tendencies that could lead to failures. The application
connects directly to the database.

2.4.1.1 General design

The main class in this application is the class JFrame. The JFrame class uses the class JASession to
create a connection to the database, the class FileSystemModel to handle file browsing, the class
JListHandler to retrieve selected files and objects from JListBoxes, the class InsertHandler to insert
selected data into the database, the class SetFormData to update the data in the forms, the class
JComboBoxListener to see which object that is selected in the JComboBoxes, and finally the
GraphHandler class to create and draw graphs. This can be seen in UML 3 in Appendix C. Any
underlying functionality of interest can also be found in Appendix C.
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2.4.1.2 Classes

These are the most important classes in the JVAnalys application. A complete list and brief
description of all classes can be found in Appendix B.

Class Task

GraphHandler Handles the charts drawn by the application

InsertHandler Handles the insertion into the database

JASession Holds the connection to the database for the
current session

JFrame The main class, holds all the graphic objects

ObjectInterpreter Interprets the objects nature and creates a SQL
command for retrieval of the object from the
database

TableManager Handles the table translation for the objects

ARGUS\AddToDatabase\AddARGUSData Handles the insertion of data form ARGUS

ARGUS\ListDecoder\ListDecoder Handles the interpretation of the ID from the
interpretation file for the ARGUS object

ARGUS\Parser\ActionInterpreter Interprets the type of object from the ARGUS
log file, such as signaling lamp and track
switch

Common\AddToDatasbase\AddToDatabase Handles the insertion into the database,
interprets what type of object that the file
contains, specific DISA object or general
ARGUS object

Common\Connect\SQLConnect Handles the connection to the SQL database

Common\Filters\Filter Filter for the DISA data

Common\INSERT\SQLInsert Handles the insertion into the SQL database

Common\SELECT\SQLSelect Handles the retrieval of data from the database

Common\SetupDB\CreateDBUsers Creates the users for the database

Common\SetupDB\CreateTables Creates the tables in the database

DISA\AddToDatabase\AddCommon Common class for interpretation and insertion
of all DISA data

Table 1. The most important classes of JVAnalys.
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2.4.1.3 Data insertion

This section describes how the data from the DISA and ARGUS systems is interpreted and inserted
into the database.

2.4.1.3.1 Interpretation of table belonging

When the user supplies a file for insertion into the database, the application needs to find out what
kind of data it contains to be able to insert the data into the correct table. First, there are two main
options. Either the file contains DISA data, and therefor has the extra information needed to figure
out which table the data in the file should be inserted into. If this is not the case, the file is assumed
to contain ARGUS data, and the additional information about which table it belongs to needs to be
interpreted with the help from a file specially written for this purpose. More information on how
ARGUS represents the data can be found in section 4. No harm will be done if the file does not
contain ARGUS data. The data will simply be discarded since the application will not be able to
translate it to anything that matches the existing objects.

2.4.1.3.2 Data filtering

The DISA data is provided through .csv-files, exported from the DISA database. These files need to
be filtered before their information is stored in the new database. There are two reasons for this.
Firstly, some of the data in the DISA database is stored with unnecessary precision, leading to vast
amounts of data that is practically wasted. There is no need to store this data with such precision,
and when the user wants to display this data he will have to wait for a very long time. The reason for
this is that all data for the selection will be retrieved from the database and allocated and plotted in
the chart. The more data that is retrieved, the more data needs to be allocated. Thus, it is a good idea
to filter out unnecessary data. Secondly, some of the data in the DISA database is measurements that
are taken prior to the final measurement value is obtained. Therefor some of these entries need to be
filtered out since they will yield faulty measurement values in the new database. Additional
information about the filtering can be found in section 3.

2.4.2 Database design

This section gives a comprehensive description of the database structure.

2.4.2.1 Database table structure

The database is divided into several tables, each holding different types of data. The common fields
are 'Tid' (date and time) and 'Plats' (location).
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2.4.2.2 Database tables

The tables in the database are listed below. A more detailed description can be found in Appendix
A.

Table Stores Source

Generell The temperature and the humidity of the air DISA

MisslOml The individual failed track switch shifts ARGUS (not in use)

SigLampBTid The lit time for the signaling lamps ARGUS

SigLampI The current for signaling lamps DISA

SigLampU The voltage for signaling lamps DISA

Sparledning Whether or not the track is occupied ARGUS (not
implemented due to

lack of time)

StvUInre The inner interlocking supply voltage DISA

StvUYttre The outer interlocking supply voltage DISA

VaxelU The track switch supply voltage DISA

VaxMedelOmlTid The average track switch shift time DISA

VaxMisslOmlAnt The number of failed track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlAnt The number of track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlEff The output for the track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlStrom The current for the track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlTid The track switch shift time DISA and ARGUS
Table 2. The tables in the database.
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2.5 A graphical view of the application
This section gives a more detailed description of the tool, JVAnalys. It describes the user interface,
the login process, user rights, insertion of data, extraction of data and chart plotting, and finally it
describes the limitations of the tool.

2.5.1 User interface

JVAnalys has a graphical interface towards the user. This is designed to make the use of this tool as
convenient as possible. The user should not need to know any specifics about the data he or she is
inserting. The only thing the user really needs to know is his or her username, his or her password
and which files he or she wishes to add to the database. To be able to insert data into the database
the user first needs to log in, after starting the tool. 

JVAnalys 1. The tool, JVAnalys, as seen when started.
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Once the tool is started, the menu 'Arkiv' (File) is available. Through this menu the user can choose
to log in or log out, which is done via the 'Logga in/ut' option, or exiting the program, which is done
via the 'Avsluta' option. The 'Om' menu option simply gives the option to see the About screen and
is always available.

JVAnalys 2. The 'Arkiv' (File) menu option.
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The log in is done through the login dialog, which can be found under 'Arkiv' - 'Logga in/ut' in the
main menu. Naturally, the password is not shown in plain text.

JVAnalys 3. The login dialog.

If the user wishes to log out, 'Arkiv' - 'Logga in/ut' is simply chosen again.

JVAnalys 4. The logout dialog.
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Once logged in as an admin user, two new options are available in the menu.

JVAnalys 5. Two new menu options available when logged in as an admin user.
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If the user is logged in as an analyst, there is only one new option available in the menu.

JVAnalys 6. One new menu option available when logged in as an analyst user.
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Under the menu option 'Databaskommunikation' the option 'Lägg in data' can be found, which opens
the dialog for insertion of data into the database.

JVAnalys 7. The 'Lägg in data' (insert data) option, only available if logged in as admin.
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The 'Lägg in data' dialog looks like shown in JVAnalys 8. 'Sökväg' shows the path for the file
browsing. 'Filer' shows the file list in the selected path. 'Lägg till filer' adds the selected files to the
list of files to add to the database. 'Filer att lägga in i databasen' holds the list of files to add to the
database. 'Ta bort markerade' removes all selected files from the list of files to add to the database.
'Ta bort alla' removes all files from the list of files to add to the database. 'Lägg in i databas' inserts
the data in the files into the database.

JVAnalys 8. The 'Lägg in data' (insert data) dialog.
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Under the menu option 'Visualisering' the options 'Rita graf' and 'Rita diagram' can be found, which
open the dialog for plotting of line charts and bar charts, respectively.

JVAnalys 9. The 'Visualisering' (Visualization) option, available for all users.
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The 'Rita graf' (plot line chart) dialog looks like shown in JVAnalys 10. 'Fr o m' is the start date and
time that the data should be retrieved from, and 'T o m' is the end date and time. 'Plats' is the
location to retrieve data for. The list of these locations are provided in a plain text file in the
'Locations\Locations.lst' file. 'Välj objekt' is a list over all the objects that can be plotted in this type
of chart for the selected location. 'Lägg till objekt' adds the selected objects to the list of objects to
plot in the chart. 'Objekt att rita' holds the list of objects to plot. 'Ta bort markerade' removes all
selected objects from the list of objects to plot. 'Ta bort alla' removes all objects from the list of
objects to plot. 'Rita graf' plots the chart with the given objects.

JVAnalys 10. The 'Rita graf' (plot line chart) dialog. Available for all users.
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The 'Rita diagram' (plot bar chart) dialog looks like shown in JVAnalys 11. 'Fr o m' is the start date
and time that the data should be retrieved from, and 'T o m' is the end date and time. 'Plats' is the
location to retrieve data for. 'Välj objekt' is a list over all the objects that can be plotted in this type
of chart for the selected location. 'Lägg till objekt' adds the selected objects to the list of objects to
plot in the chart. 'Objekt att rita' holds the list of objects to plot. 'Ta bort markerade' removes all
selected objects from the list of objects to plot. 'Ta bort alla' removes all objects from the list of
objects to plot. 'Rita diagram' plots the chart with the given objects.

JVAnalys 11. The 'Rita diagram' (plot bar chart) dialog. Available for all users.

2.5.2 The login process

Logging in is done via the login dialog. JVAnalys tries to connect to the database with the given
username and password. If an SQL error occurs the login process fails, because if such an error
occurs it means that there are no user with the given username. If no error occurs JVAnalys checks
whether or not the user is an admin user, and grants the user the corresponding rights according to
the type of user account. The plotting of charts is allowed for all users, but the insertion of data is
only allowed for the admin users. The information about which users are admin are static within the
code.
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2.5.3 User rights

There are two kinds of users for JVAnalys, admin users and analyst users. The admin users have full
rights, apart from plotting charts they can also add data to the database. The analyst users can only
plot charts.

2.5.4 Data insertion

When logged in as an admin user, it is possible to add new data to the database. This is done via the
'Lägg in data' dialog, where the user simply selects the files he or she wishes to add to the database.
JVAnalys then, from the file name, interprets what kind of data the file contains. If the file follows a
specific format, the data origins from DISA. If not, the data is assumed to origin from ARGUS and
is treated as such. Information of how the DISA filenames should look can be found in section 5.
Information about how the data is interpreted for DISA can also be found in section 5, and
information about the ARGUS interpretation can be found in section 4.

2.5.5 Plotting charts

To plot charts, the user simply specifies the date and time range in the dialog, selects the desired
objects, adds them to the list and presses the button. This will plot the chart. There are, as
mentioned earlier, two kinds of charts, line charts and bar charts. The line chart may contain several
objects and can look like this. 

Chart 1. A line chart containing only one object.
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Right clicking on the chart brings up a menu that allows the user to save the chart as a png image
file. Such an action would make Chart 1 look like this.

Chart 2. Same as Chart 1, but saved as a png image file.

The feature of plotting several objects in the same chart can be useful when, for instance, any
possibility of relations between to different parameters is likely and the user wants to verify or
analyze this.

19
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Chart 3. Track switch shift times from DISA and the outdoor temperature plotted in the same chart.

As seen in Chart 3, the objects share the time axis but have different value axis. The primary value
axis range can be set manually by right clicking and selecting 'Properties'. It is also possible to
manually zoom in on a specific area by creating a box by left clicking the mouse in the desired
upper left corner, moving the cursor to the desired bottom right corner while holding the button
down, and finally releasing the button. There are also a 'Zoom in' and 'Zoom out' function provided
in the right click menu, as well as a 'Auto range' zoom function. It is also possible to print the chart
via this menu. The inclination and declination in the line charts are the transaction periods between
two measurement values. These are intended to give better possibilities of seeing tendencies in the
chart.

20
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The bar chart can only contain one object, and it looks like shown in Chart 4.

Chart 4. A bar chart. This is the lit time for the 'L1 Grön' signaling lamp in Abisko. Information
about what object this represents and the exact value can be obtained by holding the mouse pointer
above the red field. The value axis (y-axis) represent the lit time in seconds. For this example, the
lit time is over 8 thousand seconds.

Which objects that belong to line charts and bar charts are stated in a plain text file named
'<LOCATION>.obj' located in the folder 'Locations'. The objects belonging to line charts are listed
under 'Grafdata', and the objects belonging to bar charts are listed under 'Diagramdata'.

2.6 Limitations
The limitations of this tool are as follows.

� The tools database must be located on the localhost

� For bar charts, only one object can be plotted at a time

� If the first object selected in the list of objects to plot for the line chart does not have any entries
for the given period, no objects are plotted

� Files for translation of short location names from DISA and translation of meaning of ARGUS
log files are necessary

� File for locations to select in the plot chart dialogs is necessary
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2.7 Problems
During this degree thesis several problems arose. Two problems caused the most loss of time
however. The first of these two occurred at the start of the degree thesis. Originally this was
intended as a degree thesis for two students. At the start of the degree thesis the other student
proved unable to participate due to illness, so the goals and extent of the degree thesis had to be
reduced, and this caused some confusion and delays. The second major problem caused even more
delay though. The explanation of how the data from the ARGUS log file should be interpreted was
at first in error. Only after a couple of weeks was the explanation corrected, and then the ARGUS
part was already done. This was the part where most of the time was lost. Naturally there were other
problems along the way, but none of any greater importance.
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3. Filtering
Due to the structure of the exported data from DISA mentioned in section 5, the data needs to be
filtered before it is stored in the new database. This section gives a detailed description of how the
filtering of the data is done upon insertion into the database.

3.1 Filters
There are two different kinds of filters in this application. Both are used for the insertion of data
from the DISA database. Some of this data must be filtered to avoid faulty values, and some of this
data is filtered simply because of its unnecessary high resolution and therefor vast amounts of
abundant data. The filter types are described below.

3.1.1 Filter 1 - GenerellFilter

This filter was created due to the abundant data issue. It filters data that differs less than a given
difference from the last value. The threshold value for the difference is a parameter for the filter and
can therefor be set to different levels, depending on the object that is to be filtered.

Example :

Last value New value Threshold value Filtered out Last value changed

34 33 1 No Yes

34 33 2 Yes No

34 32 2 No Yes
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3.1.2 Filter 2 - VaxFilter

This filter was created due to the buffered values that are located in some of the .csv-files exported
from the DISA database. These values would yield numerous faulty entries in the new database,
causing charts to display values that don't exist and simply containing gibberish. Apart from that,
vast amounts of excessive data would be stored if this data was not filtered. All the files that are
effected by this filter are related to track switch shifts, and therefor one can assume that if the new
value is within three seconds of the last value, the last value is not the final value for this track
switch shift. A track switch shift takes at least three seconds, and even if one would be longer than
that it would not present a problem, since these buffered values occur with about one second apart.
Since these shifts take at least three seconds no track switch shifts will be missed. 

Example :

Last value Last datetime New value New datetime Value added to
database

3.5 2003-10-03 10:33:40 0.8 2003-10-03 11:22:32 3.5

0.8 2003-10-03 11:22:32 1.8 2003-10-03 11:22:33 None

1.8 2003-10-03 11:22:33 2.8 2003-10-03 11:22:34 None

2.8 2003-10-03 11:22:34 3.7 2003-10-03 11:22:35 None

3.7 2003-10-03 11:22:35 3.2 2003-10-03 12:32:12 3.7

3.2 2003-10-03 12:32:12 1.2 2003-10-03 14:44:39 3.2
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4. ARGUS
ARGUS is a traffic management system used by Banverket. This section describes what the
ARGUS log file looks like and how the data from it is interpreted and translated into database
entries. Below is a line in the ARGUS log file, along with field names. FSL stands for Field SLot, a
hardware electronics device card used in ARGUS. All input and output passes through these cards,
for instance the status of a signaling lamp. RI stands for Raw Indication, an indication that the status
for a bit in a FSL has changed. It is used as a parameter in the ARGUS log file to identify the
corresponding line as an indication.

 FMT Type Location FSL

FMT="03/11/02 00:05:55[MET] (RI) - CDLN:X25 ABISKO, STA:TRF, FSL:4, ISLOT:44000023, 

IND

IND:00110000 00110000 00001111 11000000" STY="RI" TS="20031101230555"
INTDEV="1140850723" EQ="CSIFRAWI"

Each line in the log file follows this format. There are some fields that are of interest in these lines.
The FMT field gives the date and time, local time (GMT+02:00), for this indication. 

Field name Field data Meaning of field data

FMT 03/11/02 00:05:55[MET] This means that this line represents the third of
October 2002 at 00:05:55, local time (GMT+02:00).

Type RI This indicates that this line is a Raw Indication line,
which is the kind of lines that are parsed in this
application since they contain the data needed to see
all events at the given station.

Location ABISKO This fields holds the location that the data
represents.

FSL 4 This means that the FSL for this indication is
number 4.

IND 00110000 00110000
00001111 11000000 

This is the bit pattern for the indication at the given
time for the given FSL.

All other fields are unimportant for the parsing of the data. Each RI line in the ARGUS log file
shows the values of the different indication bits for the given FSL for the given time. These bits
indicate things such as status of a signaling lamp (lit or not), status of a track switch (in control left,
in control right), whether or not a track section is occupied and so on. Since these bits have different
meanings on different stations, a dynamic translation has been done. The bit number and FSL
translation is written in a plain text file. For Abisko, this file is named 'ABISKO.lst', located in
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'ARGUS\Locations', and looks like this.

From 'ABISKO.lst'

FSL:4 [0:3;32] {" SigLampBTid L1 Grön" , " SigLampBTid L2 Grön" , " SigLampBTid
L1 Röd" , " SigLampBTid L2 Röd" }
FSL:6 [15:22;32] {" VaxOmlTid 5 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 5 Höger" , " VaxOmlTid 1
Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 1 Höger" , " VaxOmlTid 25 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 25 Höger" ,
" VaxOmlTid 27 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 27 Höger" }
FSL:8 [0:0;32] {" " }
FSL:10 [0:0;32] {" " }
FSL:12 [16:25;32] {" VaxOmlTid 3 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 3 Höger" , " VaxOmlTid 2
Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 2 Höger" , " VaxOmlTid 28 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 28 Höger" ,
" VaxOmlTid 29 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 29 Höger" , " VaxOmlTid 31 Vänster" , " VaxOmlTid 31
Höger" }
FSL:14 [0:0;32] {" " }
FSL:16 [0:0;32] {" " }

'FSL:4' states that the data that follows is for FSL number 4. 

'[0:3;32]' states that the text strings that follow represent bit 1 through 4 in the FSL card in rising
order. The FSL cards LSB bit number, according to the indication list, is 1, and the MSB 32. It also
states that there are a total of 32 bits for this FSL card. LSB stands for Least Significant Bit, and
MSB stands for Most Significant Bit.

'{ "SigLampBTid L1 Grön", "SigLampBTid L2 Grön", "SigLampBTid L1 Röd", "SigLampBTid L2
Röd"} ' states that the first bits that are represented for this FSL card should be translated into
'SigLampBTid L1 Grön' and so on. 'SigLampBTid' states that this object should be inserted into the
table SigLampBTid in the database and 'L1 Grön' is the ID for the object.

'VaxOmlTid 5 Vänster' states that this object should be inserted into the VaxOmlTid table, has ID
'5' and the track switch direction 'Vänster' (left).

For each location that should be inserted into the database a interpretation file of this type must be
provided. It must be located in the folder 'ARGUS\Locations' and have the filename
<LOCATION>.lst. Note that it is case sensitive.

To create the database entry, one simply compares the bit pattern for the given FSL to the last
known value of the bit pattern for the same FSL. The bits that differ must be updated, and each bit is
marked with the date and time to know what time it received this state. Some bit changes will yield
entries for the database. The time for this objects is simply calculated through subtraction, new time
minus old time, and a measurement value is obtained. This means that to be able to understand what
has happened for a given row, one must have the bit pattern to the row with the same FSL prior to
this row. Because of this, the first row for each FSL in every file will be disregarded. To avoid
missing entries, one simply makes sure that each file overlaps the preceding file with one day. Since
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ARGUS data is stored for a month, this will not present a problem. 
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5. DISA
DISA stands for Driftövervakning I SignalAnläggning. It is a PLC based measurement system
developed by Banverket Consulting that stores measurement data in a database. This section
describes how the .csv-files exported from the DISA database looks, and it will provide a better
understanding of why some of these files need to be filtered. Further information about the filtering
can be found in section 3. 

This is a section of the .csv-file for track switch shifts on track switch number 1 in Abisko. In the
filename information about the location, ID and type of data can be found. For instance, the
filename '20030811_Ak1.OmlTid_Ak1.OmlTid.csv' tells that this file contains data for Abisko
('Ak'), for an object with ID '1', and the type of data is 'OmlTid', which is track switch times. In the
file the data should be interpreted as follows. '2003-08-20 10:47:24.377000' represents the date,
'3.29999995231628418' the measurement and '8392769' is unimportant.

From '20030811_Ak1.OmlTid_Ak1.OmlTid.csv'

2003-08-20 10:47:24.377000,3.29999995231628418,8392769

2003-08-20 10:52:37.818000,3.29999995231628418,8392769

2003-08-20 11:52:35.771000,.0500000007450580597,8392705

2003-08-20 11:52:36.783000,1,8392705

2003-08-20 11:52:37.784000,2.04999995231628418,8392705

2003-08-20 11:52:38.776000,3,8392705

2003-08-20 11:52:39.777000,3.45000004768371582,8392705

2003-08-20 14:19:42.554000,2,8392705

As seen in the file, some measurement values represent the final value immediately, whilst other
represent buffered values along the way and need to be filtered out. For files of this character, the
VaxFilter (Filter 2) is applied.

Below is a section of the .csv-file for the outdoor temperature in Abisko. It has the same structure as
the file above.

From '20030811_AK_TEMP_UTE_AK_TEMP_UTE.csv'

2003-08-20 10:12:42.977000,12.8999996185302734,8392705

2003-08-20 10:12:43.999000,12.8000001907348633,8392705

2003-08-20 10:12:44.970000,12.8999996185302734,8392705
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2003-08-20 10:39:44.936000,13.3999996185302734,8392769

2003-08-20 10:43:24.082000,13.3999996185302734,8392769

In this file the outdoor temperature is stored with 16 decimals, which is far more than needed. It is
sufficient with zero decimals, making the value ' 12.8999996185302734' simply '12'. 12 instead of
13 because of the truncation performed when the value is parsed out from the .csv-file. Not applying
this filter to this type of data would not yield any errors, however it is a waste of storage space.
Whats worse, it would cause a huge increase in the time needed to plot a chart with this data. That is
why this type of data is filtered with the GenerellFilter (Filter 1).
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6. Results
This section mentions what has been achieved in this degree thesis.

6.1 Comprehensive description
In this degree thesis an application, JVAnalys, that connects to a database and manages the database
data was written. This application enables storage and retrieval of data. Furthermore, it allows charts
to be plotted from the retrieved data. Throughout this degree thesis evaluation has been done on
both the quality and use of the data. Some of the DISA data proved to be sampled with inadequate
frequency. Other parts of the DISA data was stored with unnecessary high resolution, while some
parts store buffered values that are not valid measurement values. Some parts of the data from
ARGUS proved to be usable, whilst other parts are less certain.

6.2 Detailed description
During this degree thesis a tool for management of the new database was created, along with a
method of presenting the data in it, so that it could be evaluated. This tool was written as a graphical
Java application that connects to a SQL database that also was created during this degree thesis. The
tool enables user friendly evaluation through chart plotting of the database values. These can be
plotted in numerous different ways to see relations between different parameters, or simply
tendencies for a given object. 

The following results were obtained from the evaluation. Some of the data in DISA is unreliable.
Outputs from the track switch shifts cannot be trusted since they are sampled once per second,
leading to a useless value. Currents from the track switch shifts are reliable but do not seem to have
any relation to faults in track switches, and therefor the use of this data is questionable. The time for
the track switch shifts seems reliable. However it needs to be filtered prior to storage since it seems
to be storing some buffered values prior to the final value, yielding vast amounts of unnecessary
data in the DISA database. The number of track switch shifts is reliable and useful, but the number
of failed track switch shifts seems unreliable. There could be a problem with the average time for
track switch shifts. It seems reliable at first, but at a closer look one can find big dips in the average
track switch shift times. This is not necessarily an error, but it should be verified so that it can be
trusted. The supply voltage for the track switches has spikes that should be examined closer. Do
they for instance occur when a train passes? The current for the signaling lamps seems reliable, and
it can be used to see when individual lamps were lit. The voltage for the signaling lamps also seems
reliable, but its use is limited to whether or not the lamps had power. The inner interlocking supply
voltage seems very strange. It should be 24 Volts, but it varies between 14 and 35 Volts rapidly.
Finally, the humidity of the air and the temperature seems highly reliable, but it is stored with
unnecessary high resolution, leading to vast amounts of unnecessary data.
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7. Discussion
This section discusses what the results signify, conclusions that can be drawn from this, whether or
not the purpose has been achieved, things that could have been done better, future changes and
further development, and the relevance of the work.

7.1 What the results signify
Given the results of the evaluation of the DISA data, it is clear that the collecting of this data needs
to be modified. As the DISA versus ARGUS evaluation concerns, it is obvious that some objects
data can just as easily, and probably cheaper, be taken from ARGUS instead of DISA. These are
track switch times (also see 7.2) and signaling lamp lit times. Regarding the time for track switch
shifts that is extracted from ARGUS more evaluation needs to be done. ARGUS however suffers
from the limitation that only time can be measured, so currents, voltages and outputs cannot be
taken from ARGUS. Unfortunately, DISA has been down for most of the periods where interesting
errors have occurred, and this has made the evaluation somewhat limited. However, this rises the
question of why DISA has been off-line during these periods, and this needs to be examined closer.

7.2 Conclusions
As for ARGUS, one can conclude that everything based on time, such as track switch times, lit time
for signaling lamps, occupation of track sections and so on can be extracted. However, the entire
ARGUS system has a time stamp with one second resolution, leading to a truncation of the track
switch times. This may not be good enough to be able to predict upcoming failures, but then again,
the DISA system may not provide such a possibility either. Further evaluation is required to be
certain.

It is obvious that a thorough investigation of the methods for data storage and measurements in
DISA must be done to assure its usage and reliability. In addition to that, it is vital to evaluate the
use of all different kinds of data that DISA stores that cannot be extracted from ARGUS, to decide
whether or not installation of DISA systems instead of using the existing ARGUS system is
justifiable. This evaluation is based solely on data for Abisko, so further evaluation is
recommended. A table summarizing the evaluation is shown in Table 3.
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Table Stores Source Reliability Use Storage
resolution

Generell The temperature and
the humidity of the air

DISA High Good Too precise

MisslOml The individual failed
track switch shifts

ARGUS (not
in use)

Unknown Unknown Adequate

SigLampBTid The lit time for the
signaling lamps

ARGUS High Good Adequate

SigLampI The current for
signaling lamps

DISA High Adequate Too precise

SigLampU The voltage for
signaling lamps

DISA High Adequate Too precise

Sparledning Whether or not the
track is occupied

ARGUS (not
implemented)

Unknown Unknown Adequate

StvUInre The inner interlocking
supply voltage

DISA Unknown Unknown Too precise

StvUYttre The outer interlocking
supply voltage

DISA High Unknown Too precise

VaxelU The track switch
supply voltage

DISA Mediocre Adequate Too precise

VaxMedelOmlTid The average track
switch shift time

DISA Questionable Adequate Too precise

VaxMisslOmlAnt The number of failed
track switch shifts

DISA Low Good Good

VaxOmlAnt The number of track
switch shifts

DISA High Good Good

VaxOmlEff The output for the track
switch shifts

DISA Low Inadequate Too precise

VaxOmlStrom The current for the
track switch shifts

DISA High Inadequate Too precise

VaxOmlTid The track switch shift
time

DISA and
ARGUS

High Good Too precise
in DISA

Table 3. The evaluation summarized towards the database tables.
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7.3 Achievement of purpose
All primary goals of this degree thesis have been achieved. A tool for evaluation and verification of
the quality of the existing measurement data in the systems DISA and ARGUS was created. It
provides a method for evaluating the use of  the data in these systems. The tool connects to a
database holding the data from both the DISA and ARGUS systems, and this database was built.
Finally, the quality and use of the data was evaluated. This evaluation was done by examining the
data provided from DISA, plotting the different objects in graphs via JVAnalys and discussions with
the supervisors, Rikard Granström and Arne Nissen.

7.4 Things that could have been done better
Not knowing anything about databases prior to this degree thesis, about two weeks was spent
studying this particular bit. However, it proved that one week would have been adequate time for
this study. It seems that the memory allocated when inserting data into the database is not freed until
all selected files have been inserted, leading to slow insertion if multiple huge files are inserted
simultaneously.

7.5 Future changes and further development of the tool
There are some things that could be improved. Firstly, today the tool only connects to a database on
the localhost, so adding a dialog for selection of the destination of the database could be of interest.
Secondly, it could be of interest to add a dialog for selecting source drive when inserting data into
the database, as it only allows browsing of C:\ at this point. Another thing that could be interesting
to examine is the possibility of providing a method to see all distinct measurement points in the
chart. Furthermore, it could be useful to enable several objects to be drawn in the bar chart. At this
point only one object can be drawn at a time in the bar chart, whilst the time series line chart allows
several objects and value axis. Another feature that could be interesting is the possibility of
administrating users via the application. Verification of the disposal of allocated objects for the
chart at closure of the chart should also be done. This is implemented but not verified. The
individual failed track switch shifts and the occupation of the track sections, both gathered from
ARGUS, remain to be implemented. Finally, there are other systems that could be interesting to add
to this tool, one of them being the Salient system. Salient is an impact detection system that is used
by Banverket, and it stores, among other things, the number of axis on a particular train and the
cargo weight. The Salient system is operating today and alerts, for instance, if a wheel flat or a
overheated bearing is detected.
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7.6 Further  work for Banverket
This section is intended to list the important topics that Banverket should put some effort into to
make good use of this degree thesis. The topics are mainly further evaluation, verification and
investigation of some of the measurement methods, as well as investigation of some anomalities
that were discovered during this degree thesis. The list below gives a detailed description of future
work that could be of interest for Banverket.

� Further evaluation of the track switch times from ARGUS. Is the resolution adequate?

� Investigation of why buffered values seem to be stored in DISA for track switch related
measurements.

� Verification of the average track switch times.

� Investigation of the spikes for the supply voltage for the track switches. Do they coincide with
passing trains?

� The inner interlocking supply voltage should be examined due to its rapid variation.

� The storage resolution of most objects in DISA is too precise. This needs to be investigated.

� Investigation of whether or not DISA or ARGUS track switch times can provide a possibility of
prediction of upcoming failures.

� A thorough investigation of the methods for data storage and measurements in DISA is required
to assure its usage and reliability.

7.7 Importance of the work
This degree thesis will hopefully aid Banverket in their commitment towards operation monitoring.
It provides a method of evaluating data from a common database for the DISA and ARGUS
systems. The developed tool is user friendly and reduces the work needed to be done by the analyst
significantly. Getting a better understanding of why failures arise and how they can be prevented
provides a possibility to save money lost on train delays, and therefor is to be considered a vital
approach to improve cost effectiveness.
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Appendix A - The database
This appendix describes the structure of the database.

The database is simply named 'test' and is located on the localhost. When installed, the MySQL
installation automatically creates the user 'root' with a blank password. After running the setup for
JVAnalys, the user table is updated. The default settings that will be installed are as follows.

Username Password Rights

root superuser Full.

admin bvadmin Reading, inserting, updating
and removing data. Creating
temporary tables.

analytiker bvanalytiker Reading. Creating temporary
tables.

The usernames are static, but the passwords will be possible to change for the 'root' user.

Example of a SQL command for creating a user.

INSERT INTO user
(Host,User,password,Select_priv,Insert_priv,Update_priv,Delete_priv,Create_priv,Drop_priv,Reloa
d_priv,Shutdown_priv,Process_priv,File_priv,Grant_priv,References_priv,Index_priv,Alter_priv,Sh
ow_db_priv,Super_priv,Create_tmp_table_priv,Lock_tables_priv,Execute_priv,Repl_slave_priv,Re
pl_client_priv,ssl_type,ssl_cipher,x509_issuer,x509_subject,max_questions,max_updates,max_con
nections)
VALUES("localhost","admin",password('bvadmin'),
'Y','Y','Y','Y','N','N','N','N','N','N','N','N','N','N','N','N','Y','N','N','N','N',"","","","",'0','0','0');

This example creates the user 'admin' with the rights for reading, inserting, updating and removing
data and creating temporary tables.

Example of a SQL command for changing the password for a user.

UPDATE user
SET password=password('superuser') 
WHERE User="root";

This example changes the password for the user 'root' to 'superuser'. Password('<pw>') is a function
that encrypts the password, so that it is not in plain text in the user table in the database.
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A.1 Database tables
Below is a complete list of the tables in the database. All tables are of the MyISAM type.

Table Stores Source

Generell The temperature and the humidity of the air DISA

MisslOml The individual failed track switch shifts ARGUS (not in use)

SigLampBTid The lit time for the signaling lamps ARGUS

SigLampI The current for signaling lamps DISA

SigLampU The voltage for signaling lamps DISA

Sparledning Whether or not the track is occupied ARGUS (not
implemented)

StvUInre The inner interlocking supply voltage DISA

StvUYttre The outer interlocking supply voltage DISA

VaxelU The track switch supply voltage DISA

VaxMedelOmlTid The average track switch shift time DISA

VaxMisslOmlAnt The number of failed track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlAnt The number of track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlEff The output for the track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlStrom The current for the track switch shifts DISA

VaxOmlTid The track switch shift time DISA and ARGUS

A.2 Database tables, a detailed description
Below is a detailed description of all the tables in the database. The column 'Field' contains the field
name, the column 'Type' contains the data type for the field, the column 'Null' states whether or not
a Null value is allowed in the given field, the column 'Key' contains information about if the field is
a key field, and if so what kind of key. The column 'Default' shows the default value for the field, if
any. Finally, the 'Range' column shows the range of values that are allowed for the given field. The
column 'Typ' provides the possibility of providing a brief description of the object, and is allowed to
be null since this might not be interesting to use.
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Table Generell

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

Datatyp varchar(30) No PRIMARY 'TEMP_UTE',
'TEMP_INNE',
'LUFTFUKT_UTE',
'LUFTFUKT_INNE'

Matvarde tinyint(3) No 0 -128 to 127

Table MisslOml

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

OmlRiktn varchar(8) No 'Vänster', 'Höger'

Table SigLampBTid

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY signaling lamp ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

Brinntid int(10) unsigned No 0 0 to 4294967295
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Table SigLampI

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY signaling lamp ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

Strom float(4,3) unsigned No 0.000 0 to
3.402823466E+38

Table SigLampU

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

Farg varchar(5) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

Strom smallint(5)
unsigned

No 0 0 to 65535

Table Sparledning

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track section ID's

Belagd tinyint(3) unsigned No 0 0 to 255
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Table StvUInre

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

Spanning smallint(5)
unsigned

No 0 0 to 65535

Table StvUYttre

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

Spanning smallint(5)
unsigned

No 0 0 to 65535

Table VaxelU

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

Spanning int(10) unsigned No 0 0 to 4294967295
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Table VaxMedelOmlTid

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

OmlTid float(3,1) unsigned No 0.0 0 to
3.402823466E+38

Table VaxMisslOmlAnt

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

AntalMissl
Oml

smallint(5)
unsigned

No 0 0 to 65535

Table VaxOmlAnt

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

AntalOml mediumint(8)
unsigned

No 0 0 to 16777215
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Table VaxOmlEff

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

OmlEff float(4,1) unsigned No 0.0 0 to
3.402823466E+38

Table VaxOmlStrom

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

OmlStrom float(3,2) unsigned No 0.00 0 to
3.402823466E+38

Table VaxOmlTid

Field Type Null Key Default Range

Tid datetime No PRIMARY 0000-00-00 00:00:00 All dates and times

Plats varchar(30) No PRIMARY Swedish characters

ID varchar(30) No PRIMARY Track switch ID's

Typ varchar(30) Yes Swedish characters

Kalla varchar(10) No PRIMARY 'DISA', 'ARGUS'

OmlRiktn varchar(10) Yes 'Vänster', 'Höger'

OmlStrom float unsigned No 0 0 to
3.402823466E+38
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Appendix B - Class listing
This appendix lists all classes written for this system. It also provides an explanation of their
purpose.

Class Task

ColorHandler Manages the colors for the lines in the chart

DBNameFilter Filters file names for database insertion

DirectoryFilenameFilter Filters files from directories

ExtensionFilenameFilter Filters files based on extension names

FileFilenameFilter Filters directories from files

FileSystemModel A model for the file system

GraphHandler Handles the charts drawn by the application

InsertHandler Handles the insertion into the database

JASession Holds the connection to the database for the
current session

JComboBoxListener A listener for the JComboBox's

JFrame The main class, holds all the graphic objects

JListHandler Handles the JList's

ObjectInterpreter Interpretes the objects nature and creates a SQL
command for retrieval of the object from the
database

PassFilenameFilter A filename filter that passes all extension names

SetFormData Updates the form data on events that affects them

TableManager Handles the table translation for the objects

ARGUS\AddToDatabase\AddARGUSData Handles the insertion of data form ARGUS

ARGUS\DataBase\DataBaseEntry Creates a database entry from the information
from ARGUS.

ARGUS\DataBase\DataBaseHandler Creates a database handler for insertion of data
from ARGUS

ARGUS\Exceptions\InvalidLocationException Generates an exception if no interpretion file
exists for the given location in the ARGUS infile

ARGUS\ListDecoder\ListDecoder Handles the interpretion of the ID from the
interpretion file

ARGUS\ListDecoder\SlotEntry An entry in the ListDecoder

ARGUS\Objects\BitEntry An entry for a bit representation in the field slot
entry in the ARGUS infile
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Class Task

ARGUS\Objects\FSLEntry An entry for a FSL representation in the ARGUS
infile

ARGUS\Objects\SignallampaFSL An FSL entry for a signaling lamp

ARGUS\Objects\SparledningFSL An FSL entry for a track section

ARGUS\Objects\VaxelFSL An FSL entry for a track switch

ARGUS\OpenFile\ARGUSOpenFile Holds the interpretion file for the given location

ARGUS\Parser\ActionInterpreter Interpretes the type of object from the ARGUS
infile, such as signaling lamp and track switch

ARGUS\Parser\ARGUSFileParser Parses an ARGUS file

ARGUS\Parser\StringDiff Performs String operations, such as bitwise AND,
OR, XOR and so on

Common\AddToDatasbase\AddToDatabase Handles the insertion into the database, interpretes
what type of object that the file contains, specific
DISA object or general ARGUS object

Common\Connect\SQLConnect Handles the connection to the SQL database

Common\Filters\Filter Filter for the DISA data

Common\Filters\GenerellFilter Filters DISA indata if only small difference from
last value

Common\Filters\VaxFilter Filters DISA indata if non-terminal values in
infile

Common\INSERT\SQLInsert Handles the insertion into the SQL database

Common\Parser\DateTimeToDate Creates a Date object from a datetime String

Common\Parser\DateTimeToGregorianVector Used to prepare conversion from a datetime String
to a GregorianCalendar object

Common\SELECT\SQLSelect Handles the retrieval of data from the database

Common\SetupDB\CreateDBUsers Creates the users for the database

Common\SetupDB\CreateTables Creates the tables in the database

Common\SetupDB\CreateTable* Creates the corresponding table in the database

DISA\AddToDatabase\AddCommon Common class for interpretion and insertion of all
DISA data

DISA\AddToDatabase\Add* Adds the corresponding DISA object to the
database table with the corresponding table name

DISA\Parser\FileReadParse Reads a DISA infile and interpretes it
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Appendix C - UML
This appendix describes the design of JVAnalys with the aid of UML diagrams. The master class
for JVAnalys is named JFrame, and its design is shown in UML 3. Prior to running the application
for the first time, the database needs to be set up. Firstly, the users for the database are created and
updated. The design for this small application is shown in UML 1. Secondly, the tables are created
via CreateTables. The design for this small application is shown in UML 2. After running these, the
application can be started.

UML 1. The design of the application that creates and updates the users for the database.

UML 2. The design of the application that creates the tables in the database.
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CreateTableSparledning

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableSigLampU

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableSigLampI

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableSigLampBtid

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTables

+<<static>> main(args:String[]): void

CreateTableGenerell

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxOmlTid

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableStvUInre

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableStvUYttre

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxelU

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxMisslOml

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxMedelOmlTid

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxMisslOmlAnt

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxOmlAnt

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxOmlEff

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

CreateTableVaxOmlStrom

+run(dbName:String,un:String,pw:String): void

1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1

1
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1

1

1

1

1

1

1

CreateDBUsers

+<<static>> main(args:String[]): void
+createUser(un:String,pw:String): void
+updateUser(un:String,pw:String): void
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UML 3. The main class JFrame and its direct subclasses.

When the user wishes to insert data into the database, he must first select a source folder, and then
one or several source files. To provide a method for browsing, the class FileSystemModel is
provided.

UML 4. The FileSystemModel class.
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FileSystemModel

+FileSystemModel(root:String)
+getRoot(): Object
+getChild(parent:Object,index:int): Object
+getChildCount(parent:Object): int
+getIndexOfChild(parent:Object,child:Object): int
+isLeaf(node:Object): boolean
+addTreeModelListener(l:TreeModelListener): void
+removeTreeModelListener(l:TreeModelListener): void
+valueForPathChanged(path:TreePath,newValue:Object): void

GraphHandler

+GraphHandler(location:String)
+prepareGraph(conn:Connection,fromDateTime:String,toDateTime:String,location:String,objectsToPlot:Vector): void
+plotGraph(): void
+prepareDiagram(conn:Connection,fromDateTime:String,toDateTime:String,location:String,objectsToPlot:Vector): void
+plotDiagram(): void
+windowClosing(e:WindowEvent): void

InsertHandler

+<<static>> addToDataBase(v:Vector,conn:Connection): void

JASession

+JASession(username:String,password:String)
+getConnection(): Connection
+loginCorrect(): boolean
+userIsAdmin(): boolean

JFrame

+<<static>> main(args[]:String): void

JListHandler

+getListData(lm:ListModel): Vector
+getSelectedListData(list:JList): Vector

SetFormData

+SetFormData(box:JComboBox): void
+setFormData(list:JList,box:JComboBox,graph:boolean): void
+setFormData(destinationList:JList,sourceList:JList): void
+setFormData(destinationList:JList,sourceList:JList,tree:JTree): void
+setFormData(list:JList): void
+SetFormData(list:JList,tree:JTree): void

JComboBoxListener

+JComboBoxListener(sfd:SetFormData,list:JList,box:JComboBox,graph:boolean)
+actionPerformed(e:ActionEvent): void

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1 1

2

FileSystemModel

+FileSystemModel(root:String)
+getRoot(): Object
+getChild(parent:Object,index:int): Object
+getChildCount(parent:Object): int
+getIndexOfChild(parent:Object,child:Object): int
+isLeaf(node:Object): boolean
+addTreeModelListener(l:TreeModelListener): void
+removeTreeModelListener(l:TreeModelListener): void
+valueForPathChanged(path:TreePath,newValue:Object): void

DirectoryFilenameFilter

+accept(dir:File,name:String): boolean

1

1
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Upon insertion of data into the database, the class InsertHandler interprets what kind of data that the
files contains. InsertHandler sends each file and the database connection to the AddToDatabase
class, which lets the appropriate class interpret and insert the data into the database.

UML 5. The insertion of data into the database.
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InsertHandler

+<<static>> addToDataBase(v:Vector,conn:Connection): void

AddToDatabase

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void
AddArgusData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlTidData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddGenerellData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddSigLampIData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddSigLampUData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddStvUInreData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddStvUYttreData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxelUData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxMedelOmlTidData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxMisslOmlAntalData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlAntalData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlEffData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlStromData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

1
1
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1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1
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UML 6. The interpretation of the type of data, and the insertion of it into the database.
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AddArgusData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddToDatabase

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlTidData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddGenerellData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddSigLampIData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddSigLampUData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddStvUInreData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddStvUYttreData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxelUData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxMedelOmlTidData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxMisslOmlAntalData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlAntalData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlEffData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlStromData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void
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First, the AddToDatabase class tries to match the filename to any of the DISA filename types. If this
fails, the file is assumed to be from ARGUS, and treated as such.

UML 7. The AddToDatabase structure for the DISA section.
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AddVaxOmlTidData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddGenerellData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddSigLampIData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddSigLampUData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddStvUInreData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddStvUYttreData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxelUData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxMedelOmlTidData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxMisslOmlAntalData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlAntalData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlEffData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddVaxOmlStromData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

AddCommon

+AddCommon(className:String,tableName:String,fileName:String)
+openFileToParse(): FileReadParse
+getPlace(): String
+getPlaceAndType(): Vector
+getPlaceAndID(): Vector
+getPlaceAndColor(): Vector
+getLastTimeFromDB(conn:Connection,measurement:String,whereStatement:String): String
+getLastValueFromDB(conn:Connection,measurement:String,whereStatement:String): String
+addData(conn:Connection,frp:FileReadParse,tableName:String,dbValue:String,columns:Vector,values:Vector,decimals:int,filter:Filter,time:boolean): void

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1
1

FileReadParse

+FileReadParse(fileName:String)
+readLine(decimals:int): Vector

1

1
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If the data that is to be inserted proves to origin from DISA, the corresponding class creates a filter.
There are two available filters, each with variable parameters.

UML 8. The filter classes.

UML 9. The AddArgusData structure.
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VaxFilter

+VaxFilter(time:boolean)
+tobeFilteredOut(date:String,last:String,current:String): boolean
+remainder(): boolean

Filter

#set(datetime:String,value:String): void
+tobeFilteredOut(): boolean
+remainder(): boolean
+get(): Vector

GenerellFilter

+GenerellFilter(difference:double)
+tobeFilteredOut(date:String,last:String,current:String): boolean
+remainder(): boolean

AddArgusData

+<<static>> add(filename:String,conn:Connection): void

DataBaseHandler

+DataBaseHandler(conn:Connection)
+add(dbe:DataBaseEntry): void

DataBaseEntry

+DataBaseEntry(oldfe:FSLEntry,fe:FSLEntry,ld:ListDecoder)
+update(): boolean
+getTableName(): String
+getColumns(): Vector
+getValues(): Vector

ListDecoder

+ListDecoder(filename:String)
+getTableName(FSL:String,bits:String): String
+getID(FSL:String,bits:String): String
+getColumns(FSL:String,bits:String): Vector
+getDirection(FSL:String,bits:String): String
+decode(FSL:String,andbits:String): int
+printLd(FSL:String): String

VaxelFSL

+VaxelFSL(dateTime:String,place:String,FSL:String,bits:String)
+getValues(ld:ListDecoder,oldBits:String): Vector
+getDirection(ld:ListDecoder,oldBits:String): String

BitEntry

+BitEntry(dateTime:String,value:String)
+getDateTime(): String
+getValue(): String

SignallampaFSL

+SignallampaFSL(dateTime:String,place:String,FSL:String,bits:String)
+getValues(ld:ListDecoder,oldBits:String): Vector

SparledningFSL

ArgusOpenFile

+openFile(fileName:String): ArgusFilerParser
+openFile(fileName:String,place:boolean): ArgusFileParser

ActionInterpreter

+vaxel(ld:ListDecoder,FSL:String,bits:String): boolean
+signallampa(ld:ListDecoder,FSL:String,bits:String): boolean
+getID(ld:ListDecoder,FSL:String,bits:String): String

1 1

1

1

1
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StringDiff

+<<static>> getDiff(s1:String,s2:String): String
+<<static>> getPositionOfFirst1(s:String): int
+<<static>> getPositionOfFirst1(s:String,i:int): int
+<<static>> and(s1:String,s2:String): String
+<<static>> invertBits(bits:String): String
+<<static>> xor(s1:String,s2:String): String
+<<static>> multiple(bits:String): boolean
+<<static>> bitsSet(s:String): boolean
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First, AddArgusData opens the file via the ArgusOpenFile class.

UML 10. The class that opens a file for the ARGUS interpretation section.
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ArgusFileParser

+ArgusFileParser(filename:String)
+ArgusFileParser(filename:String,place:boolean)
+reset(): void
+listReadLine(): String
+noData(dateTime:String): boolean
+readLine(): Vector

ArgusOpenFile

+openFile(fileName:String): ArgusFilerParser
+openFile(fileName:String,place:boolean): ArgusFileParser

1

1...*
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After the file has been opened, an instance of the ActionInterpreter class is created by
AddArgusData. The ActionInterpreter interprets the object type. As a final preparation before
decoding the data, a DataBaseHandler instance is created. A ListDecoder instance is created for
each new location in the ARGUS log file, that is the input file for the ARGUS data. The
ListDecoder translates the FSL number and the changes in the bit pattern to the corresponding
object, for instance a signaling lamp. 

UML 11. The ListDecoder structure.
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InvalidLocationException

+InvalidLocationException(s:String)

SlotEntry

+create(list:Vector): void
+getVector(): Vector

ListDecoder

+ListDecoder(filename:String)
+getTableName(FSL:String,bits:String): String
+getID(FSL:String,bits:String): String
+getColumns(FSL:String,bits:String): Vector
+getDirection(FSL:String,bits:String): String
+decode(FSL:String,andbits:String): int
+printLd(FSL:String): String

ArgusOpenFile

+openFile(fileName:String): ArgusFilerParser
+openFile(fileName:String,place:boolean): ArgusFileParser

1

1

*
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After the translation, the AddArgusData class creates FSLEntry objects. AddArgusData then creates
a DataBaseEntry object from these FLSEntry objects, and inserts it into the database through the
DataBaseHandler object.

UML 12. The FSLEntry structure.

The chart plotting is handled by the GraphHandler class. It is given the objects to plot, the period
and location to plot them for, and the connection to the database. From this, it fetches the desired
data, allocates the chart, and creates and plots it.

UML 13. The class for chart plotting.
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GraphHandler

+GraphHandler(location:String)
+prepareGraph(conn:Connection,fromDateTime:String,toDateTime:String,location:String,objectsToPlot:Vector): void
+plotGraph(): void
+prepareDiagram(conn:Connection,fromDateTime:String,toDateTime:String,location:String,objectsToPlot:Vector): void
+plotDiagram(): void
+windowClosing(e:WindowEvent): void

TableManager

+getValue(s:String): String
+translate(s:String): String
+getColumnName(tableName:String): String

DateTimeToDate

+convert(dateTime:String): Date

SQLSelect

+SQLSelect(command:String)
+execute(conn:Connection): String
+execute(conn:Connection,command:String): ResultSet

ColorHandler

+<<static>> loadColors(): Vector

ObjectInterpreter

+<<static>> getCommand(objectType:String,tableName:String,location:String,fromDateTime:String,toDateTime:String,columnName:String): String

1

1

1

1

1

1

VaxelFSL

+VaxelFSL(dateTime:String,place:String,FSL:String,bits:String)
+getValues(ld:ListDecoder,oldBits:String): Vector
+getDirection(ld:ListDecoder,oldBits:String): String

FSLEntry

#init(dateTime:String,place:String,FSL:String,bits:String): void
+getDateTime(): String
+getTime(): long
+getPlace(): String
+getFSL(): String
+getBits(): String

SignallampaFSL

+SignallampaFSL(dateTime:String,place:String,FSL:String,bits:String)
+getValues(ld:ListDecoder,oldBits:String): Vector

SparledningFSL
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Appendix D - Developed code versus reused code
This appendix lists which parts of the code that have been written during this degree thesis, and
which parts that have been taken elsewhere. Most of the code in this degree thesis has been written
expressly for this degree thesis. The chart part is the only part that has not been written solely for
this degree thesis, but small parts of it have been modified by me. The modifications can be found
in Table D.1. The chart code was taken from jFreeChart 0.9.13 [4].

Class Modification

/org/jfree/chart/ChartFactory Changed the display mode of the time axis to
represent date and time, displaying the full
datetime data, i.e. '2003-11-08 12:03:34'.

/org/jfree/chart/JFreeChart Changed the resource bundle to Locale.US for
compability purposes

/org/jfree/chart/axis/NumberAxis Enabled the auto range for the charts upon
creation

/org/jfree/data/DatasetUtilities Removed the enumeration of the bars for the bar
chart

/org/jfree/ui/ApplicationFrame Prevented the entiry system from exiting on
closure of the chart frame

Table D.1. The modifications of jFreeChart.
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Appendix E - Glossary of terms and acronyms

JvtC - Järnvägstekniskt Centrum. Focusing on maintanence, economy and technology, JvtC runs
applied research and development to make the railroad more efficient.

Banverket – Swedish Railroad Administration. 

DISA - Driftövervakning I SignalAnläggning. A PLC based measurement system developed by
Banverket Consulting that stores measurement data in a database.

ARGUS – A traffic management system used by Banverket.

J2SE - Java 2 Platform, Standard Edition.

SPL  - Sun Public License.

GPL  - General Public License. A license agreement that states that the program can be distributed
without fee, and the source code is also available. This code may be modified. It is also permitted to
use parts of a GPL program for another GPL program. See [5] for more information.

LGPL - Lesser General Public License. Like GPL, but under certain conditions the program can be
used under a program that is under a different license agreement.

JVAnalys - The tool for evaluation and database management that was developed in this degree
thesis.

SQL - Standard Query Language, a widely spread database language.

Salient - Impact detection system used by Banverket. Measures, among other things, the number of
axis on a particular train and the cargo weight.

FSL - Field SLot, a hardware electronics device card used in ARGUS. All input and output passes
through these cards, for instance the status of a signaling lamp.

RI - Raw Indication, an indication that the status for a bit in a FSL has changed. Used as a
parameter in the ARGUS log file.

LSB - Least Significant Bit.

MSB - Most Significant Bit.
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